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Craft & Technique: Wheeling a Wingtip - Size

Wingtip. Shaping metal with a bench-top English wheel. RON COVELL ... that matches the contours of the wingtip for a Ryan. A chipboard pattern is ... tom, test fit the panel against the buck to gauge the ..... (plus 4 unswitched inputs). â€¢ 4-Place ... 
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Craft & Technique



Wheeling a Wingtip



THE ENGLISH WHEEL is A WONface that becomes tighter derful metal shaping tool near the front, and a leading that's surrounded by much edge that graduates from a mystery and misunderstandradius of about 1 3/4 inches ing. To dispel these things, at the inner edge to a 0.5let's make a wingtip for a inch radius at the outer edge. 1940 Ryan STM. The origi- Shaping metal with a bench-top English wheel The contours of these leading edges are tighter than nal wingtips were in poor condition, but they were RON COVELL our English wheel can shape good enough to use as pat(limited by the anvil wheels), so we'll be using the reinterns for creating the buck forced center portion of our buck as we'll use for gauging and shaping Using the English wheel a hammerform to help create this the new parts. tight radius. We're using a bench-top English places the job in the The buck is made of MDF wheel, and while its smaller size limits the size and thickness of material (medium-density fiberboard). The realm of intermediate majority is 1/2-inch-thick board, and it can handle, the wingtips are well the smaller ribs are 1/4-inch thick. within its capabilities. Most English We carefully cut out each element wheels have a set of interchangeable difficulty, but its a good lower (anvil) wheels, each with a difwith a band saw and then sand them demonstration of how to the final profile. Because the ferent radius. We used only two are symmetrical, we can use anvil wheels for this job: one with even a small, relatively wingtips the same buck for both. The large an 8.5-inch radius, which produced holes in the buck give a good view of the broad radius on the majority of inexpensive English the back side, making it easier to see the part, and the other with a 3.5how the sheet metal panels fit. inch radius wheel that better We made the major portion of matches the higher crown area near the buck from two pieces of 1/2the leading edge. nice work. inch MDF, glued together with a The wingtips have a crowned sur-



wheel can produce some



We made a buck from MDF (medium-density fiberboard) that matches the contours of the wingtip for a Ryan.



A chipboard pattern is made from the buck, allowing a little overlap on the edges for trimming. Lay the pattern on a piece of .040-inch 3003 H-14 aluminum sheet, draw the trim lines with a felt-tipped marker, and trim the panel with tinsnips. Sport Aviation
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spacer near the middle so they create a tapered form. This was the first step in creating the reinforced portion of the buck used to shape the leading edge. Filling the void between the tapered sections with plastic auto body filler, we carefully sanded it to match the leading-edge radius of the original wingtips. With our buck completed, we
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We're using a bench-top English wheel with a low-crown lower wheel to put the overall contour in the panel. Bottom, to create the higher crown near the leading edge, adjust the panel by bending it against the workbench.



made chipboard patterns for the metal to be shaped. We allowed a little overlap on all edges—about a 1/4-inch overlap on the rear and inner edges, and a 1-inch overlap at the front. Next, we used our patterns to trim out sheet metal panels. We're using .040-inch 3003 H-14 aluminum sheet for our wingtips, a very malleable alloy well suited to nonstructural panels like these. To shape our panels using the English wheel, we start with the top portion of the wingtip, working it between the wheels and using a tracking pattern that evenly covers
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the surface. This tracking pattern is similar to mowing a lawn. You start at one edge and slowly work across the panel (or lawn) with each pass touching (or very close to) the previous pass. Normally, we repeat this pattern many times. Generally, we do not track the edges of the panel because they are easily overstretched. If the tracking is even, it
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What's Up at Narco? Use a mechanical shrinker to help pull down the leading edge. Bottom, test fit the panel against the buck to gauge the shrinking on the leading edge.



creates a uniform radius on the panel. Because we're creating a shape with a graduated radius, more wheeling is required in the areas with more contour. Most full-size English wheels have flat spots in the center of the anvil wheels, with the width of the flat area being proportionate to the radius of the wheel. The flatter the contour of the anvil wheel, the wider the flat spot (in most instances). These flat spots speed the shaping operation (it's like using a wider lawn mower) and usually shape low-crown panels more smoothly. The smaller bench-top
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Craft & Technique English wheels often use anvil wheels without flat spots so they can function at lower pressures. This makes the shaping go a bit slower. This is not much of a hindrance on a small panel, but shaping a panel more than a couple of feet square would be tedious on such a machine. Proper English wheel operation can be maddeningly difficult to learn. The first problem a novice operator notices is that the steering is reversed from what you'd expect. (This is somewhat similar to backing up a trailer.) The next lesson is that any irregularities in the spacing between tracks translate into uneven shaping. If your first several tracks are close together and your next few tracks are more widely spaced, you create an uneven contour. It takes quite a bit of practice to be proficient, but most people who stick with it get the hang of it eventually. Many people mistakenly believe that wheeling in only one direction creates a curvature in only one plane, and to create a compound curve you need to wheel in two or more directions. Wheeling in one direction causes curva-
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Anneal the panel's leading edge with an oxyacetylene torch to prepare it for hammering against the reinforced center section of the buck. •
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After the first round of hammering, shrink the edge down a little tighter.
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ture from front to back and from right to left at the same time. You may get more curvature in one direction due to a number of factors,
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Back on the buck, the leading edge is tapped against the shaped leading edge. Note how it fits very tightly in one area, but there are still some small waves and gaps to be tapped down. Bottom, with the top portion shaped, make a pattern from the original wingtip for the bottom section, transfer the pattern to the aluminum, cut it out with snips, and shape it on the English wheel.
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with the radius of the anvil wheel being the most significant. We've found that wheeling in two or more directions helps to blend in the small deviations that can occur from wheeling in one direction only. The more tracks you make across a panel, the greater the curvature. During shaping we constantly check the part against the buck to test how the contour is developing. On a part like this, with a very high crown curl on the leading edge, it helps to place the panel on a flat surface and roll it with your hands to help generate the proper shape. Because the wingtip's leadingedge radius is smaller than our tightest anvil wheel, we'll use another For information, use SPORT AVIATION'S Reader Service Card
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Test fit the bottom portion on the buck. Notice that small alignment pins, made from 3/32-inch welding rod, keep the panel from shifting on the buck.



technique to shape this area. First we'll use a mechanical shrinking machine to help pull the edge down. These shrinkers leave distinct marks in the metal, which could become dangerous stress risers on structural panels. This isn't a structural panel, but we followed this strategy to eliminate the marking on the finished panel. The panel has a 1-inch overlap on the front edge, and we used the shrinker on the leading 1/4 inch of the panel only. When the panel is completely shaped and trimmed to final size, the area marked by the shrinker's serrated jaws is removed. After gently shrinking the leading edge, we test fit the panel on the buck to gauge our progress. More shrinking brings the leading edge down closer to the buck, and when it is reasonably close, we'll anneal just the leading edge to ease the shaping that comes next. Using a rosebud tip, we fog the leading edge with a light film of soot from an acetylene-rich flame, then heat the panel with a neutral flame until the



soot just burns off. The annealing process brings the panel down to the dead-soft condition, and we anneal only the leading edge so the remainder of the panel stays in the



The centerline is measured on the buck and transferred to the panels with masking tape. Bottom, trim each panel 1/4-inch past center, creating a 1/2-inch overlap.



half-hard condition. Using the leading edge of the buck as a hammerform, we use a slap hammer to contour the sheet metal against it. After bringing the metal down partway, we go back to the shrinking machine to help pull the edge down a little more. After a couple of repetitions of shrinking
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Final trimming removes all the marks from the shrinking machine. One last gentle hammering against the buck refines the shapes of the



panels where they overlap.



and hammering, our panel fits the buck nicely. With the top portion shaped, we shape the bottom section in the same manner. This step goes much more quickly because of the section's smaller size. The panels fit together with an overlapped joint about 1/2-inch wide, and the wingtip halves are riveted into place on the wing. To create an accurate joint, we put each piece on the buck to establish a centerline and mark it with masking tape. Using more 1/4-inch tape, we lay a strip down with one edge touching the centerline and trim on the opposite edge of the tape. This establishes the edge of the panel accurately at 1/4-inch over the centerline of the buck, and when nesting both panels together, they have an even 1/2-inch overlap. Temporarily joining the wingtip



halves with Clecos and testing the fit on the buck are the next steps. Wheeling or hammering adjusts any small discrepancies in the fit.
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